
Storme Ren Heidi
My day 13, prism
Digital photo and drawing 
#28aslchallenge 

Hands together forming a triangle highlighting a single dark hand pulling in the rainbow. 
I wish to convey togetherness, beauty, and the limited perspective available to the masses.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/28aslchallenge


Shari Kido
Day: 13
Motif: Prism/Spectrum (affirmation)

Title: The Spectrum Banned any Language Deprivation

Photo/Collages: 
- Used fabric with bright pastel stripes as the background and it represents languages.
- Overlapped with a royal blue mess fabric as the sky and it represents security.
- Navy blue scarf with the colorful painted of child's handprints as a rainbow. 
- Multicolored feathers string shaped as the core of a heart.
-Inside the heart with three symbolic blocks following: Raining with thunder on left, smiled Sunny face 
on right and a baby in the middle on the orange flapper which shaped as a hand. A stick of flapper 
represents the language growth. Also, another symbol of snow capped Mountains above on the top of 
the heart as a baby reach for the optimal language.



Kathy Abraham 
Day 13- Prism/Spectrum
"The beauty of our deaf connection"

Zentangles- hand drew including hand shapes.. Ink and 9x12 sketch pad and watercolor ink with the 
digital enhancement-

Zentangles help the colored handshapes stand out in the black and white, enlightening love and deaf 
community together. #ASL28Challenge

https://www.facebook.com/satisha1
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge


Shawn Elfrink
Feb 13, 2017
#ASL28Challenge
#motifPrismSpectrum

Day 13 

Media: mixed Digital art + Adobe drawing
motif: Prism/Spectrum
Title: Untitled 

I don't know the title and thanks to N3 ( Nancy Rourke ) for 
giving me the interesting info from her post 

Description: using ASL for Spectrum and don't know which 
art to choose. I give up. I gotta go run.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/motifprismspectrum?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/nancyrourkepaintings
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge?source=feed_text


Laurie Rose Monahan

day 13 - prism/spectrum (A)
"Love Connection"
Used markers first then Photoshop

Visual Description: Left hand rainbow and right hand Deaf Union (Arnaud Balard) merge together to 
have love connection. Peacock represents Spectrum camp 1. At Spectrum 2 camp this summer, we all 
will connect together :)

Nancy Rourke
Day 13 PRISM/SPECTRUM (A)

Meaning: prism refers to vibrant rainbow colors of sign language. SPECTRUM shows another meaning 
of prism with hands.  Spectrum started with the Deaf artists colony in the mid 1970s. It refers to the 
concept and assertion of a genre about the Deaf experience. 

To understand more about SPECTRUM: 

https://deviacurr.wordpress.com/devia-curr/devia-history-2/spectrum-1975-1980s/

https://deviacurr.wordpress.com/devia-curr/devia-history-2/spectrum-1975-1980s/
https://www.facebook.com/bal.art.no


Bonita L. Harris

ASL28Challenge
Day 13: Prisms (A)
"Sunrise for Deaf Rights"
53 Paper

We rise and we stand for our rights. Sunrise shines on us because we have all common issues. We stay 
in unity and the sunshine still shine upon us everyday. Prisms bring the colors in diversity and persist 
us to rise up for our proud deaf culture and language.



Eric Epstein

Day 13: Prism
Title: Pity Them
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHWx86M8vhM
#ASL28Challenge

Image description: Eric Epstein, a white young man with short hair, wearing a green T-shirt. He is 
standing between bookshelves and in front of a white wall. He is signing "CLOSED-DOOR."

Gloss: GATHER GATHER SOCIALIZE SUN LAND CLOSET CLOSED-DOOR PEER-THROUGH 
SUNLIGHT-THROUGH-KEYHOLE GLASS TRIANGLE SHINE-ON COLOR DISPERSE THAT 
DEAF HEART WEAK LIFT SHINE-ON RAINBOW PITY FLAT.

Ian Sanborn
Slow but doing it!

Day 13: Prism Motif 
"Dazzling Dance"
https://youtu.be/7tXVgpvDWjY

https://youtu.be/7tXVgpvDWjY
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge?source=feed_text
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHWx86M8vhM


Rosemary Parker Edwards
#ASL28Challenge
Day 13: Prism/Spectrum
I watched the video Nancy Rourke shared - about the Spectrum workshop or something like that. When 
they signed Spectrum the idea came to my mind -- by creating it in sign language starting in black and 
white and end in color...

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge

